Factors contributing to the plasticity of the extended longevity phenotypes of Drosophila.
A number of laboratories have constructed independently derived long-lived strains of Drosophila, each of which have similar but not identical patterns of variability in their adult longevity. Given the observed plasticity of longevity within each of these strains, it would be useful to review the operational and environmental factors that give rise to this phenotypic plasticity and ascertain whether they are common or strain specific. Our review of the more extensively analyzed strains suggests that the allelic composition of the initial genomes and the selection/transgene strategy employed yield extended longevity strains with superficially similar phenotypes but which are probably each the result of different proximal genetic mechanisms. This then offers a plausible explanation for the differential effects of various environmental factors on each strain's particular pattern of phenotypic plasticity. It also illustrates that the species has the potential to employ any one of a number of different proximal mechanisms, each of which give rise to a similar longevity phenotype.